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a b s t r a c t 

Asia is gaining prominence as a destination for millions of migrants, totaling to about one-third of total interna- 
tional migrants. The privileged migrants (highly skilled and affluent) make up a large part of this group. They 
remain a fertile ground for scholarly examination owing to the fact that extremely scarce research attention 
has been paid to this group. Within this context, this paper focuses on the sense of belonging of this migrant 
group in the host countries. We argue that professional hierarchy; socioeconomic and sociocultural factors con- 
tribute to the privileged migrants’ positionality as an insider or outsider in the host country. In this research, four 
Southeast Asian countries (Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei, and Thailand) are selected. Via multiplex communica- 
tion (WhatsApp, email, and phone calls), a total of 27 interviews were conducted. Findings suggest that most of 
the privileged migrants position themselves as an outsider for multifaceted factors. 
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. Introduction 

International mobilities have become one of the most signifi-
ant realities in this modern world. The processes of globalization
 Harvey, 1989 ; Ullah, 2010a ) have resulted in all places around the
orld to become accessible for many people, creating an environment
f compulsion and limitless desire and opportunities to migrate out
 Urry, 2000 ; Ullah & Haque, 2020 ). Skille migration is emerging as
he new wave when the migrants begin to flow between countries
oth in the Global North and in the Global South ( Table 1 ). A talent
unt globally is underway, but the outcomes are evidently asymmetric
Pekkala et al., 2017 ). Many countries are launching new policies (for
xample, point system in the United Kingdom, Canada and Australia,
1B in the United States, etc.) in order to attract high-skilled migrants.
f course, fresh demand, new policy and emerging economic factors
efine the skill migration flows ( Czaika and Parsons, 2017 ; Bailey and
ulder, 2017 ). Southeast Asia (SEA) is an important player in global
igration constituting a significant portion of the total international mi-

rants. Migration in SEA is diverse and is evolving. In recent years, sev-
ral ASEAN countries have themselves become important destinations
or migrants from within and outside of the region. Malaysia, Singa-
ore, and Thailand have developed into regional immigration hubs that
eceive migrants from within the SEA region and beyond ( Huguet, 2014 ;
llah & Huque, 2019 ). At the same time, a few countries in SEA remain
 net exporter of migrants with 60%–70% of ASEAN’s international mi-
rant workers residing outside the region ( Takenaka, 2019 ). The vol-
me of migration within the region is increasing substantially and the
ntra-ASEAN migrants have more than quadrupled, from 2.1 million in
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995 to 9.9 million in 2016 ( Takenaka, 2019 ; Ullah, Mohamad, Hasan,
 Chattoraj, 2019 ). 

Lifestyle migrants, a case in point, make up a large part of this
nternational migrant group. Despite the growing size and presence
f the privileged migrant group, studies that have been done to ac-
ount the affective dimension of their lives are extremely limited.
n fact, the migration of relatively affluent people, in general, has
een largely disregarded in the migration literature ( Benson and
’Reilly, 2009 :609). There are a range of studies on various categories
f migrants, however, the paucity of research on privileged migration
s evident ( Botterill, 2017 ; Kunz, 2016 ; Carling et al., 2014 ; Benson and
sbaldiston, 2014 ). We concentrate particularly on privileged migrants
ho do not experience difficulties pre and postmigration ( Ullah, 2010 ;
nowles and Harper, 2009 ). We document the everyday life of lifestyle
igrants, which we call ‘privileged migrants’ (PM) by examining their
osition within the current migration debates in relation to the issues
f what makes them privileged. To that end, we engage in a nuanced
pproach to positionality of migrants in terms of the insider–outsider
ivide and the belief that migrants cannot become the insiders in the
ost community. It is understandable that the economically indepen-
ent and high-skilled migrants enjoy a privileged treatment in origin,
ransit and in destinations and they are not a threat to the peace of
he host societies ( Ullah, Hasan, Mohamad, & Chattoraj, 2020 ). Assimi-
ation, theoretically, enables migrants to be the insiders, eventually, in
arying degrees. Though, assimilation policies, to some extent, have up-
urned this longstanding belief, the anti-immigrant far right nationalists
till hold on to this belief and brand them as ‘outsider’ in most immigrant
h). 
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Table 1 

Snapshot on the global migration. 

Global mobility dynamics As of January 2020 
Estimated number of international migrants 272 million 
Estimated proportion of world population who are migrants 3.5% 

Estimated proportion of female international migrants 47.9% 

Estimated proportion of international migrants who are children 13.9% 

Country with the highest proportion of international migrants UAE 
Number of migrant workers 164 Million 
Number of refugees 25.9 Million 
Number of internally displaced persons 41.3 Million 
Number of stateless persons 3.9 Million 
Global international remittances (USD) 689 Billion 
International migrants in Asia 84 million 

Source: World Migration Report, 2020. 
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Theoretically, insider and outsider denote the degree to which a
erson positions himself/herself within or outside the society depend-
ng on their common lived societal experiences ( Hayfield and Hux-
ey, 2015 ; Ullah, 2013 ). The common ambivalent expressions of some
im]migrants ‘ my heart is there [i.e. in the place of my origin] and body

s here ’ establishes the fact that the notion of insider and outsider has
eeply rooted insinuations. This is an expression that leads the authors
o question whether the insider-outsider dynamics could determine the
evel of the sense of belonging. Yet, an insider can still see him/herself as
n outsider due to the physical differences he/she has or belief systems
hat they uphold (e.g., differences in national ideology and sociocultural
ractices etc.). 

Why are we concerned about the high-skilled migrants in relation
o the sense of belonging? The answer is straightforward: unskilled
igrants in general migrate out with short term contract (generally
ith 2–3 years) and have minimal chance to obtain root in the desti-
ation countries for a number of possible reasons. For example, high-
killed migrants can sign in for citizenship in Hong Kong if he/she
as lived in the country for 7 years, however, an unskilled migrant
annot be a citizen regardless of the length of stay. Privileged mi-
rants move either ‘part-time or full-time, permanently or temporar-
ly, to places which, for various reasons, signify for the migrants some-
hing loosely defined as quality of life’ ( Benson and O’Reily, 2009 :621).
hey are most often relatively affluent and privileged ( Croucher, 2009 ;
enson and O’Reilly, 2016 ), indicating that considerations over lifestyle
re framed around consumption and moral dimensions ( Benson and
’Reilly, 2016 ). 

In this article, we take an approach to deconstructing and recon-
tructing the privileged or lifestyle migration in relation to the questions
f why privileged migrants are privileged; how are they different from
ther migrant categories; and how different are their sense of belong-
ng in their new country of residences? We seek to unravel the different
ays in which the privileged migrants relate to their present society in

he SEA. This research has advanced based on the assumption that not all
igh skilled-migrants are privileged. We portray high skilled migrants as
hose who contribute to economic competitiveness; benefit development
utcomes in their countries of origin; and are easily integrated in labor
arkets and societies at large. They usually receive privileged treatment

n the host country regarding their immigration, access to its social ser-
ices, and sometimes in regard to their personal freedoms ( Baas, 2017 )
e.g., having a choice about the place of residence, the right to marry,
iving birth, etc.) ( Meier, 2016 ). They still may face other forms of in-
titutional and social discrimination in the specific places ( Lim et al.,
016 ). 

Within this context of privileged migrants’ sense of belonging in their
espective SEA host countries, this paper offers a two-fold contribution:
ne, the understanding about how the ‘privileged migrants’ feel and
eem themselves as privileged; and two, how they negotiate the ‘in-
ider or outsider’ dynamics. In doing so, we delve into their integration
trategies in the host society; identifying the cultural gaps and the priv-
leges this group of migrants enjoys. The fundamental rationale of the
2 
esearch lies in the fact that extremely scanty research has been con-
ucted systematically that deals with this category of migration. This
esearch to some extent fills in the void that exists in the scholarship. 

. Methodology 

In order to answer the question of whether the insider-outsider dy-
amics could determine the sense of belonging of the privileged mi-
rants, we interviewed 27 privileged migrants selected through a snow-
all technique. The privileged migrants, in this research, are categorized
nto two: 10 elite (see Table 2 ) and 17 high-skilled migrants. In this ar-
icle, we introduce a new group of privileged migrant that is ‘elite’ –
o denote a group of multi-millionaire migrants who are bringing their
ealth, not skills into the host country. While high-skilled migrants

onsist of businesspersons or professionals including academics, med-
cal doctors, and engineers. The respondents were from all over the
orld and have migrated and settled in their destination countries for
bout 10–15 years. In-depth, informal and semistructured interviews
ere conducted with privileged migrants from Europe (Italy, Germany,
rance, and Switzerland), Asia (India, China, Hong Kong, South Korea,
nd Bangladesh), and North America (U.S. and Canada). We encouraged
ur respondents to talk about their lives, their experiences, aspirations,
nd challenges in the host countries in relation to the attachment they
eel for their home of origin and adopted homes. Here, it is relevant
o ask what is a “home ” and what is a house? A house is something
hat is physical while a home involves emotions attached and meanings
iven resulting in a sense of meaning and belonging ( Routely, 2019 ;
apastergiadis, 1998 ; Yee, 2017 ). We narrate their experiences, which
aries according to their country of origin: developed and developing
ountry. To capture the level of sense of belonging and the affective
imension of their everyday life, we portray a detailed view on their
xperiences about the feeling of ‘insider/outsider’ in relation to their
ome countries socially as well as emotionally. 

For this research, we have chosen Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand,
nd Brunei purposively for a number of reasons. Singapore is an im-
igrant receiving country, and its multicultural yet nationalist society
as experienced substantial inflows of Asian and Western profession-
ls, low-skilled migrants from across SEA, and new immigrants from
on-traditional sending countries. Malaysia attracts elite immigrants
nder second home projects (see Table 2 ). Thailand attracts elite mi-
rants through Thai elite residence scheme for wealthy buyers and en-
repreneurs while Brunei offers jobs to higher-end high-skilled foreign-
rs ( Arcibal, 2019 ; Ullah & Azizzuddin, 2018; Ullah & Kumph, 2019 ).
his means that all these countries attract elite/privileged migrants but
ith different strategies and for different reasons. The process of analyz-

ng our data predominantly involved coding or categorizing the data in
rder to reduce the volume of raw information, followed by identifying
ignificant patterns, and finally drawing meaning from data and subse-
uently building a logical chain of evidence. The coding was conducted
anually. We conducted narrative analysis of the data and interpreted

he meanings that were extracted from the data. 
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Table 2 

Elite and skilled migrants. 

Sample 
countries 

Policies on elite migrations 

Malaysia MM2H, or the Malaysia My Second Home programme, is a visa initiative introduced by the Malaysian government to promote Malaysia as a positive 
place to live for potential residents from abroad ( Abdul-Aziz et al., 2014 ). The MM2H scheme provides a renewable ten-year maximum, multiple-entry 
visa for successful applicants from around the world. 

Singapore Millionaires place: 108,000 millionaires around the world migrated in 2018, and Singapore is among the top 10 places they moved to ( Tay, 2019 ). With 
a net inflow of 1,000 HNWIs, Singapore was ranked the eighth most popular destination for millionaire migration in 2018 (Ullah et al. 2019). 

Thailand Top-end Thai property developers are in the making of several major high-end projects in order to meet the growing interest among rich Chinese, 
Singaporean, Japanese and Hong Kong buyers ( Corben, 2017 ). In order to attract more wealthy global citizens to live in Thailand, the country has made 
an aggressive push on extending its visa schemes, including allowing foreigners to live in the country for up to 20 years ( O’ Connor and Nguyen, 2018 ). 
Since 2003, 4,800 special visas have been issued under its exclusive residence visa programme ( Li, 2017 ). 

Brunei The level of elite migrants here vary in high degree especially for Brunei’s case where Brunei is not bringing in high flyer millionaires as much as skilled 
in particular professions e.g. doctors, lecturer, engineers in the oil and gas industry, etc. 

Sources: Embedded in the text. 
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1 The foreign talents are those who are at the higher end of the in- 
come and earn at least S$3600 (about US$2600) per month and have ac- 
ceptable qualifications (Singapore Ministry of Manpower 2020). As of mid- 
2019, there are about 189,000 people in this category (Singapore Ministry 
of Manpower, 2020). Available at: https://www.mom.gov.sg/documents-and- 
publications/foreign-workforce-numbers (Accessed on March 04, 2020). 
.1. Underlying conceptual reflections 

Conceptualizing high-skilled migration is not an easy fix. We view
killed migration from three approaches: migrants’ education level, oc-
upation and salary ( Pekkala et al., 2017 ). Undoubtedly, educated mi-
rants can end up in a low-skilled job ( Mattoo et al. 2008 ), gener-
lly, however, the salary and the occupation determine the skill level
 Dumont et al., 2007 ). These comprise of scholars and highly skilled pro-
essionals, such as doctors, accountants and engineers ( Cabañes, 2009 ;
ng, 2009 ). Elite migrants tend to immerse themselves in other cultures
 Hannerz, 1990 ) and are distinguished on the basis of income, social sta-
us, mobility, and identity ( Dong, 2017 ). Elite migrants are generally on
pecial invitation from host countries. They maintain their own enclave.

Privileged migration tends to fall under the category of highly skilled
igration. This frames privilege around two perspectives: an economic-

ed approach focusing on highly skilled migration and a social and cul-
ural approach focusing on tensions of privilege, lifestyle, and migrant
elonging ( Fechter and Walsh, 2012 ; Fechter, 2007 ). 

. The nomenclature of the sense of belonging 

Sense of belonging is a human need and is associated with so many
ositive outcomes. It helps understanding how individuals and collec-
ives construct and experience their position within a society ( Chattoraj
 Gerharz, 2019 ). Therefore, a shattered sense of belonging increases

he risk for psychological and physical dysfunction ( Allen, 2019 ). We
rgue that socio-economic, and socio-cultural factors determine their
ense of being as an ‘Insider’ and/or ‘Outsider’. 

Does integration or assimilation overlie or intersect with sense of be-
onging? Assimilation is the way of adoption of another culture and be-
oming part of another society and whereas integration refers to incor-
oration of individuals from different groups into a society as equals. As-
imilation process makes outsiders, immigrants, or subordinate groups
ndistinguish-able within the dominant host society and integration, in
ontrast, involves adding to the existing culture which in turn transforms
 society ( Ryabichenko and Lebedeva, 2016 ). However, in order to build
 successful multicultural society, integration is inevitable ( Dusi et al.,
015 ), and for enhancing motivation and happiness, the sense of be-
onging is an engine helping us to feel less alone. 

The sense of belonging denotes the attachment to particu-
ar social groups ( Calhoun, 2003 ; Yuval-Davis, 2006 ; 2011 ; Pfaff-
zarnecka, 2013 ), however, it is difficult to theoretically explain
 Youkhana, 2015 ). People can belong to a seemingly endless number of
ocial groups ( Halse, 2018 ; Osterman, 2000 ; Carson, 2006 ; Arnot and
wartz, 2012 ; Pinson et al., 2010 ; Maher, 2014 ; Hayes and Skatter-
ol, 2015 ). Of course, in a world of increasing racial, religious, eth-
ic, and cultural diversity, the meaning of belonging is not straight-
orward ( Gilroy, 2000 ). Belonging is something that operates on mul-
iple scales, ranging from the home ( Walsh, 2006 ) to the nation state
3 
 Westwood and Phizacklea, 2000 ), through transnational networks
 Beck, 2003 ; Wartmann and Purves, 2018 ). 

Within host countries, the social order is placed by the dominant
roup (locals) that is ascribed to the migrants ( Anderson, 2015 ). There-
ore, when agreeable to the migrant, this can activate a sense of belong-
ng by the dominant group and opens up the possibility for the migrants
o feel a sense of belonging. We may see the development of ‘China
own’ or ‘Little India’ where people with the same cultural and social
ackground attract each other due to similarities. There are two layers
f trying to be an insider within this context: (1) Insider to the dom-
nant local group; (2) Insider to the already existing immigrant group
hat has existed for example, presence of enclaves of first generation
igrants. While a privileged migrant may be accepted as an insider to

he dominant group because of his/her wealth and skills for example,
ich neighborhoods in the United Kingdom and United States consist-
ng of diverse sociocultural background. These people have a common
enominator that is wealth (economic class) but are they insiders? This
ay be so within their gated community but perhaps not to the wider

ociety. 
The notion of belonging, thus, is subjective depending on people and

lace. Emotional bond with the others becomes necessary for an individ-
al’s overall development ( Skinner et al., 2008 ). If sense of belonging is
ocially constructed then who determines it? Thus, we take up the the-
ry of manifold attachments ( Chattoraj, 2017 ) to analyze the different
inds of belonging that can be dependent on socioeconomic and cultural
actors. 

. Culture and assimilation: Southeast Asia in perspective 

Migrants of all categories from different parts of the world are choos-
ng Asia to move to ( Kawate, 2018 ) constituting about 30 per cent of the
otal international migrants (about 84 million) ( WMR, 2020 ). Highly
killed foreigners from Australia, Britain, France, Japan, South Korea,
nited States, China, and India are hence a burgeoning sector of for-
ign labor force in Singapore ( Yeoh and Lam, 2016 ). The question of
ntegration rings hard in a country that accepts migrant workers and
mmigrants. 

With rapid globalization and the growing significance of the
nowledge-based economy, SEA (especially, Singapore and Malaysia)
ttracts the brightest talents ( Yahya and Kaur, 2010 ; Ullah & Ho, 2020;
llah & Kumph, 2019 ). In SEA, ‘foreigners’ are understood through two
istinct lenses: ‘foreign talents’ and ‘foreign workers’. 1 The history of
EA, especially Singapore has become closely intertwined with migrants

https://www.mom.gov.sg/documents-and-publications/foreign-workforce-numbers
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nd migration ( Yeoh, 2007 ; Ullah & Ho, 2020 ). Ranked third, Singapore
etains its top position on INSEAD’s Global Talent Competitiveness In-
ex 2020 ( GTCI, 2020 ). 

Migrants meet with different culture, ethnic, social, economic and
olitical ideologies ( Rai and Sankaran, 2011 :5) in the destination coun-
ries, where they adjust to the differences (between origin and desti-
ation). Ullah (2017) demonstrated that high-skilled migrants and di-
spora emergence and integration have influenced their lifestyle be-
ause integration, attachment, and sense of belonging all make huge
ifference in the performances. In regard to Brunei society, they fur-
her highlighted some pathways such as marriage, business, work, reli-
ious conversion, and ethnicity through which one can integrate in the
runeian society, pointing to the significance of cultural ties in assimi-

ation ( Ullah, 2017 ). However, the migrants do not lose their identities
ather they are deeply interlinked with their own identities. Hence, so-
ieties formed by immigrant cultures, religions, and ethnic groups pro-
uce new hybrid social and cultural forms ( Adams, 2000 ). 

Culture plays a fundamental role in building and holding the con-
ection between the origin and the destination. The denser the con-
ection, the higher is the likelihood to feel at home in the host coun-
ry ( Ullah, Lee, Hasan, & Nawaz, 2020 ). The privileged populations
end to hold the influence of the homeland language and culture alive
n their new land. In relation to this, Thomson (2007) simplifies the
act that one is born into the community first then comes culture and
eligion. Bruneau (2010) argues that family bonds, which are a part
f culture, constitute the fabric of the migrant community, especially
hose who stem from Asia and the Eastern Mediterranean. This is be-
ause of the extended family nature is the core to the values of most
sians. 

The nation states are geographic, political, and legal entities, but
heir cultures extend beyond boundaries to encompass the virtual com-
unity of people ( Kilduff and Corley, 1999 ). Cultural ties and networks

re the defining characteristics of migrant community as newer notions
mphasize cultural hybridity ( Bhabha, 1994 ; Simonis, 2012 ). 

One goal that unites all migrants is to support their homeland
 Gueron and Spevacek, 2008 :3; Lucas, 2001 :3). They reinforce multilay-
red links between countries of origin and destination. Responses from
our of our respondents from Brunei resonate the same. For them, lan-
uage and culture have nothing to do with obtaining roots here. Learn-
ng the language, religious conversion and marriage with locals (two
f them married to locals) have not made them feel local; they do not
ave a sense of belonging in Brunei. Immigrants like any other people
ay carry multiple identities and belong to several social groups. Post-
odernists would argue that identity becomes flexible and subcultures

merge. Memberships into subcultures can be based on their consump-
ion typologies and cultural norms and values. A migrant may carry
 certain social identity or way of life in his/her home country (some
oluntarily while others may not agree with the norms of their home).
imilarly, when they migrate out some may forcefully adapt to their
ost country’s norms and values while some willingly change into their
ew “skin ”. 

The belief is that it is not easy for migrant communities to assimi-
ate into the mainstream host culture. In general, when people migrate
ut, they bring their culture with them ( Ullah & Nawaz, 2020 ). They go
n to say that cultural similarity serves as a crucial mean for empower-
ent required in situations of separation anxiety, trauma and financial

risis. And, in SEA, the presence of migrants contributed to the emer-
ence of a dynamic culture through melting pot or blending since the last
hree decades. In a different context, Ormond and Nah (2019) termed
t ‘desirable’ migrants who are specifically targeted to advance national
conomic development objectives. 

Elite migrants generally live in elite enclave ( Ullah, 2010 ). High-
nd condominiums are generally targeted for these migrants. This
ight be the Singaporean and Malaysian’s strategy to attract them. To

ome extent, they turn as gated communities. In Brunei, although no
uch enclave exists but a professional boundary to alienate unskilled
4 
igrants from the high skilled privileged migrants has always been
aintained. 

. The insider or outsider perspectives 

Migration of high-skilled professionals has received renewed aca-
emic attention and are termed in different ways. For example,
owell and Findlay (2001) and Föbker et al. (2016) call it ‘highly skilled
igration’, Beaverstock (2002) terms it the migration of transnational

lites, Benson and O’Reilly (2009) and Vered (2007) life-style migrants
nd Findlay et al. (1996) , Yeoh and Khoo (1998) , Thang et al. (2002) ,
echter and Walsh (2010) , Wong (1997) , Teng (1999) , Low (2002) ,
wasaki (2015) , Bork-Hüffer (2016) and Beaverstock (2011) call it ‘for-
ign talents’. Privileged migrants are those who are in privileged po-
itions. We have been pushing for the new concept of elite (separate
rom high skilled ones). We demonstrate how the elite and high-skilled
igrants feel about being insider/outsider respectively ( Fig. 1 ). 

There are differential professionals into “migrant professionals with
rivileges ” and “middling migrant professionals ” based on economic in-
icators (i.e., contract status, income, and special economic benefits;
aas, 2017 ). Skill, here, refers to education attainment or someone with
oney because someone may be a footballer or a graphic or software de-

igner who may not have the necessary formal educational background
ut has talent. Some of these people may be privileged in their home
ountry but end up underemployed in the host country for example, the
roken American dream where engineers end up working as taxi drivers.
ifferent skill attainments would have different levels of economic im-
acts on individuals, employers, regions and whole national economies
 Green, 2011 ). The invention of ICT has pushed the discourse on skills
oward the ICT side. Therefore, its complexity is often ignored. 

Of course, the term ‘privilege’ may sound derogatory and con-
escending ( Föbker et al., 2016 ; Bork-Hüffer, 2017 ). According to
eier (2014) , privileged migrants are those whose qualifications and

kills are recognized and are in employment as per their skill levels
n the host country. Their experiences are rarely characterized by eco-
omic or political hardship, and whose motivation to cross borders lies
rimarily in a desire to enhance their quality of life ( Croucher, 2012 :2;
llah, Hasan, Mohamad, & Chattoraj, 2020 ). 

A profound question we ask, ‘being an outsider in heart, does one
eel or have a lesser sense of belonging than being an insider in heart’?
rrespective of destinations and origins, most of the respondents think
hat being an insider in heart is more important than being an outsider
n heart to feel the sense of belonging. Simmel (1950) contends that
 stranger in heart who is a member of a group may still experience
ocial distance from other members. In connection with this, Cohen and
eung (2007) framed insider-outsider metaphor in the way that ‘seeing
neself through other people’s eyes or taking other people’s perspective’
mplies something about how people act in relation to others. Do the
rivileged migrants care or need to care about being outsider or insider?
o the host societies feel worried about it too? Is it necessary at all?
 few respondents said, it was important to them because they really

hought if they felt the sense of belonging, they would not return to
heir place of birth. 

The relatively rich and powerful have a more fully developed ca-
acity to aspire because of their advantageous position in the society to
xplore and harvest diverse experiences of exploration. According to a
espondent, “I feel privileged here being a British-American and when-
ver people hear me speaking Mandarin fluently, they are overwhelmed.
 get a different kind of treatment [privileged] from them. So why not
njoy this warm attitude? ” Does this make them feel the sense of belong-
ng? In fact, no. “This makes our stay comfortable and leads to prolong
ur stay. That’s it ”. 

There were about 55 million high skilled migrants in the world, and
bout 27 million reside in OECD countries in 2010 ( ILO, 2018 ) (more in
able 1 ). Of the estimated migrant workers in 2013, 11.5 million were
omestic workers ( ILO, 2015 ; Ullah, Mohamad, Hasan, & Chattoraj,
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Fig. 1. Insider-outsider dynamics. Source: Authors. 
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019 ). The US leads the list of countries that host the most migrants with
1 million. Germany is the second-largest host with 13 million migrants
ollowed by Saudi Arabia (13 million), Russia (12 million), the United
ingdom (10 million), the UAE (9 million), France, Canada, and Aus-

ralia (around 8 million each) and Italy (6 million) (IOM, 2018) There
re about 4.8 million international students ( Ullah & Azizzuddin, 2018 ),
bout 70.8 million individuals are forcibly displaced worldwide due to
ersecution, conflict, generalized violence, human rights violations, or
ther reasons by the mid 2019 ( UNHCR, 2019 ; Ullah, 2013aa ). There are
0 million irregular migrants and about 102,800 went missing in 2017
IOM, 2018) and 24.9 million were subjected to forced labor in 2016
 ILO, 2017 ) and of those, 5 million may have crossed international bor-
ers. Despite all these adversities, migrants contributed US$6.7 Trillion
o global GDP in 2015 – a share of 9.4% of the total global GDP (IOM,
018). 

Resources have been devoted to determining whether immigrants
ake away jobs and depress the wages of ‘native’ workers. Several stud-
es have focused on the potential economic benefits of migrants’ cross-
order ties —primarily in terms of the remittances that immigrants send
ack to their cash-strapped home countries ( Levitt, 1998 ; Yong et al.,
014 ; Ullah, 2017 ). With the privileged mobility, there is an indica-
ion that they are displacing native-born workers in popular settlement
ites, as the locals are not appropriately qualified. O’Reilly (2002) un-
overed evidence of an ‘informal economy’ among the British in south-
rn Spain and the same exists among Americans and Canadians in Mex-
co ( O’Reilly, 2002 ). 

The privileged migrants in their host countries (e.g., Mexico,
anama, Costa Rica, Spain, Portugal, and Morocco) are welcomed; yet,
hey do not assimilate in the host society and live within their ‘expatriate
ubble’ ( Fechter, 2007 ). They maintain close social, cultural and politi-
al ties with their compatriots, other foreigners and the homelands. One
xcerpt from a respondent explains it all, “I am least bothered about this

ulture, […]. We are not so much exposed to the Singaporean culture […]as

e stay inside the [NTU] campus and here almost 80% are foreigners […] ”
e always have good conversations and banters. 
He seemed to be comfortable in his bubble with other migrants. He

ractices his own culture (food, religion, way of life, belief, dressing etc.)
rom home and does not try to adjust to the new culture in Singapore.
hough he is away from his own country, he maintains a strong sense
f attachment with the left-behind country. This concurs with the argu-
ent by Authors (2017) that living in a place is not a prerequisite for a

ense of attachment. His migration decision is driven by the aspiration
5 
o better their position and to enhance his lifestyles ( Appadurai, 2004 ).
owever, to us, this does not make someone disintegrated from the
osts’ society. Maintaining connections with their origins is one of the
iasporic behaviors. According to the locals, picking the host countries
ccent is an important criterion for assimilation. 

Therefore, if one does not want to take part in the local culture and so
orth, what does that make the person? Fig. 2 explains the differences be-
ween the acceptances of privileged migrants and how easily they can be
art of the insiders group as opposed to lower skilled migrants who more
ften continue to be outsiders. This section shows how easily privileged
igrants are welcomed by the locals, but the deeper question posed is
hether the privileged migrants themselves want to be part of the in-

ider. Nonetheless, growing number of people are taking up citizenship
n a new land while keeping their transnational ties with their original
omeland. They also learn to speak to the locals and engage in a range
f social practices in order to integrate with the local culture and es-
ablish rapport with them ( Ullah & Nawaz, 2020 ). This particular group
emonstrates cosmopolitan self unlike those previously mentioned. In
his context, the notion of privileged migrants as a cosmopolitan, usu-
lly assumed as one, is contested. Being a privileged migrant makes it
asier for them to up and leave, therefore, their sense of belonging in
his respect is questionable. 

Living in a transnational space, migrants tend to connect their dias-
oric practices between origin and destination ( Ullah & Nawaz, 2020 )
nd acquire cultural practices (Ullah, 2013a) ), which mix as it travels
ith migrants. Thus, ( Ullah & Nawaz, 2020 ) show that in the process of
igration, the individuals carry with them (both material and emotional

elonging) and leave behind a cultural bereavement related to loss of
ulture, values and norms, so that they can adjust to the new cultural
etting (language, food, religion, way of life, belief, dressing etc.). One
f the respondents says “We really feel Singapore to be home. We have ap-

lied for PR and are really optimistic about it. We are here since 2012, […]

nd really happy to be here […]. It is so close to India […] and if we have

een to any other Indian cities, it would have been the same feeling […] ”.
his feeling of being at home at their host country, however, is not the
ase for a few informants who are not bothered participating in the local
ulture. 

High-skilled migrants occupy a rather ambivalent position: on the
ne hand they are victims of racism, and on the other they them-
elves reproduce rigid boundaries between ‘desirable’ and ‘undesir-
ble’ migrants, reflecting their privileged positioning in global power
ierarchies ( Jaskulowski and Pawlak, 2019 ). High-skilled migrants

https://missingmigrants.iom.int/\04520
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Featured\04520Insights/Employment\04520and\04520Growth/Global\04520migrations\04520impact\04520and\04520opportunity/MGI-People-on-the-Move-Executive-summary-December-2016.ashx\04520
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Fig. 2. The way they are privileged. Source: Authors. 
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ollowed the existing neoliberal imagery, in which migrants were
ssociated with economic development, while others invoked nega-
ive connotations and were perceived as the embodiment of “other-
ess ” (undocumented migrants, refugees, low-skilled migrants) ( Glick-
chiller and Salazar, 2013 ). In contrast, Houshmand et al. (2014) and
amont et al. (2016) demonstrated that high-skilled migrants predomi-
antly embraced individualist strategies of coping with racism. “I don’t
eel comfortable either in Little India or in Geylang. Some of the elderly
locals) there, really don’t like white people and you can hear “ang mo ”
white people) which makes you feel even more uncomfortable ”. 

This concurs with Kern (2005) saying that “whiteness and other priv-
leged social locations construct a sense of belonging ”, resulting in their
eeling of safety ( Kern, 2005 :367). And the discomfort derives from be-
ng marked as an outsider or raced, as Fechter (2007) argues, as be-
ng “deviant ” from the norm. White people from developed regions and
ountries like Europe and USA are privileged in their racial identities
 Ullah, Hasan, Mohamad, & Chattoraj, 2020 ) and in SEA (especially in
ingapore), it is their visibility that marks them as the Outsider. “My
ompany transferred me with comfortable incentives. Initially, it was
or 3 years assignment. It’s now about 15 years. […]. I stayed on be-
ause it’s easy and safe. I am retiring in 4 years time and will return to
y home in Manchester. Though, there is nothing wrong with Singa-
ore, yet I cannot have the feeling of belonging here, always feel like a
oreigner. ”

Despite a comfortable living in Singapore, he was not able to con-
ure a sense of belonging to the place. Here, the informant has self-
dministered a more outsiders’ approach though society would perhaps
refer him to be part of the insiders group compared to the semi or un-
killed migrants. The government welcomes privileged migrants. There-
ore, in most immigrant receiving countries, governments design a pro-
ess to make them integrated and or assimilated. However, it is entirely
n the incumbent how he or she considered her/himself in the society.
he fact that the privileged migrants themselves do not want to assimi-

ate or become an insider – a choice they made on their own rather than
6 
ecause of the social/political or economic order of the host country —is
ore prominent. 

Existing literature on insider/outsider positionality has mostly de-
ned it as a dichotomy. The problematization of the insider versus out-
ider debate is, of course, not a new phenomenon ( Merton, 1972 ). We
gree with Irgil (2020) that ‘insider of the host community’ should take
 different category than being considered as an insider by the migrant
ommunity because they treat and are treated differently. Some of the
espondents think that the underlying reasons for them to become an
utsider could be multiple: for whites, because they are not whites; and
or Westerners, because they are not westerners. In order to deal with
ome issues of being an outsider, some of them sought to create some
ense of insider status by finding other migrants [of identical status]
ith whom to associate that is, they look for expatriate bubble. Work-

ng in places where other immigrants work, living in the same neigh-
orhoods, ate familiar food, and spoke the same language [where ap-
licable] for the purpose of feeling at home culturally. This dialectic of
imultaneously being an insider and an outsider is a familiar situation
or the majority of migrants ( Kusow, 2003 ). 

. Conclusions 

The contribution of this paper is to unravel how the privileged mi-
rants strategize to integrate to the host society to feel at home. The con-
ention has been that integration and assimilation policies are enough
o make the immigrants feel at home. However, this does not necessarily
ean that this will work as a deterrent for leaving the culture of the ori-

in country. Does this mean that the naturalized citizens lack the sense
f belongingness? Do most people adapt and accept the norms and val-
es of the host country in connection with their jobs? The findings dispel
his and reveal that sense of belonging is all about the mindset of the
ncumbent. Policies may make someone’s stay comfortable but do not
uarantee that they would feel at home at heart. One of our arguments
as that migrants staying for long periods in an adopted country could
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eel a sense of belonging. This implies that they can feel themselves as
n insider. However, our study reveals a different result indicating that
ost [im]migrants do not feel that their heart is in their host or adopted

ountries. Their heart has always been in the country of origin, regard-
ess of their duration of stay in host countries. 

One cannot presume that privileged migrants easily adapt to local
onditions or are immune to locally embedded problems such as the
acial prejudices routinely faced by low-skilled migrants. Of course, ex-
eriences of being privileged migrants sometimes depend on the coun-
ries of origin. This means, in some cases, skill outsmarts the nationali-
ies. For example, a high skilled migrant from a poor country in Africa or
sia may bear xenophobic treatment but a reverse case is possible. Un-
killed migrant from Western countries may receive a privileged treat-
ent. 

In addition, is sense of belonging only for their “home ” or country of
rigin? Is sense of belonging can only be for one place can one have a
ense of belonging in several places? For instance, a student who came
ack from the United Kingdom will always see Brunei as ‘home’ and
ill have that attachment or sense of belonging to Brunei but he/she can
lso have a sense of attachment or belonging to the United Kingdom and
ee it as their second home although they do not own a second house
physical home) in the United Kingdom. They have a stronger sense of
dual’ belonging ( Salih, 2001 ); one to their home country and another
o the United Kingdom – a positive emotional attachment because of
emories created with friends and experiences. In the context of SEA,

oreigners are marked as the ‘Others’. 
The privileged migrants from developing countries are more inclined

o the concept of becoming ‘us’ and getting assimilated to the host cul-
ure. We observed that they have given up some of their traditional
orms and values in order to assimilate. They even try to recreate their
ome-culture, which is influenced by transnational norms and values.
he reason behind this is their fear of uncertain future at their places of
rigin. Thus, this article shows that the privileged migrants are repro-
ucing their privilege onto the landscape of SEA. 
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